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Abstract—Live migration, the process of moving a virtual machine (VM) interruption-free between physical hosts is a core concept in modern data centers. Power management strategies use live migration to consolidate services in a cluster environment and switch off underutilized machines to save power. However, most migration models do not consider the energy cost of migration. In a previous study we showed that live migration entails an energy overhead and the size of this overhead varies with the RAM size of the virtual machine and the available network bandwidth. This paper extends our previous work and proposes a lightweight mathematical model to estimate the energy cost of live migration of an idle virtual machine quantitatively. A series of experiments were conducted on KVM to profile the migration time and the power consumption during live migration. Based on these data we derived an energy cost model that predicts the energy overhead of live migration of virtual machines with an accuracy of higher than 90%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtualization is a technique that enables several operating systems to run simultaneously on a single physical machine. It has become a core aspect in modern servers and data centers due to several advantages, such as flexible and efficient sharing of resources, fault tolerance, portability, and cost efficiency [1]. In a virtualized environment, virtual machines (VM) acting like real physical machines can run in parallel and in isolation from each other and yet sharing the same physical resources. A low level middleware called a hypervisor abstracts these virtual machines from the physical hardware and determines the exclusive use of resources by each VM.

One of the key features of virtualization is the live migration of virtual machines which enables an active (executing) VM to be moved from one physical machine to another in a transparent fashion [2]. This key feature has become a significant tool for a variety of scenarios. Some of which include:

- Load balancing [3, 4]. The aim is to adjust a virtual machine placement in order to achieve critical business goals, such as high throughput.
- Transparent IT maintenance. Administrators can transparently move virtual machines to free and shut down hosts for maintenance.
- Power management [5–7]. The aim is to consolidate virtual machines through live migration on an optimal number of servers and to switch off underutilized servers.

The optimality criterion is the minimization of the energy consumption of the data center [8, 9]. Although live migration is widely used by the industry as well as the research community, most existing or proposed approaches disregard the cost of migration. For example, the live migration approach of Li et al. for energy-saving application placement in cloud computing environment disregards the cost of migration [10]. The same view is shared by similar approaches [11]–[13]. However in a previous work [14] we showed that the energy overhead of live migration cannot be neglected and it varies with the RAM size of the virtual machine and the network bandwidth that is available for migration.

This paper proposes a lightweight model to quantify the energy cost of live migration of virtual machines. A series of experiments were conducted on KVM [15] and we derived such a model through linear regression on recorded data. The migration cost model is able to estimate the energy overhead of live migration of an idle virtual machine within an accuracy of 90%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we explain the technical aspect of live migration. In Section III, we summarize related work. In Section IV, we analyze the energy overhead due to live migration of virtual machines, and in Section V, we derive the migration cost model to estimate the energy overhead. In Section VI we discuss how to generalize the results of the paper. Finally, in Section VII, we outline some open research issues in this area and give concluding remarks.

II. VIRTUAL MACHINE LIVE MIGRATION

Live migration enables a virtual machine to be physically moved from one physical host to another, in a transparent fashion, while the virtual machine is still running. A common practice of current virtualization technologies (based on hypervisors) is to not use local discs to store VM images. Instead they require a network attached storage (NAS) or a storage-area-network (SAN) that can be accessible to all hosts and serves as hard drive for the virtual machines. By using a NAS/SAN, the process of live migration is limited to copying the in-memory state and the content of the virtual CPUs between the physical machines. For this task modern
virtualization systems use a technique called pre-copy [2], consisting of the following three phases (see Figure 1):

1) Pre-Copy Phase: At this stage, the VM continues to run while its memory is iteratively copied page-wise from the source machine to the destination host. Iteratively means the algorithm works in several rounds. It starts with transferring all active memory pages. As each round takes some amount of time, some of the memory pages on the source machine may be changed (dirtied) and may no longer be in sync with the copy version on the destination host. These pages have to be re-sent to ensure memory consistency.

2) Pre-Copy Termination Phase: Without any stop condition, the iteratively pre-copy phase may carry on indefinitely. Stop conditions depend on the design of the hypervisor, but typically, they take one of the following thresholds into account: (1) the number of iterations exceeds a pre-defined threshold \( n > n_{th} \), (2) the total amount of memory that has already been transmitted exceeds a pre-defined threshold \( \text{mem}_{\text{mig}} > \text{mem}_{\text{th}} \), or (3) the number of pages dirtied in the previous round falls below a pre-defined threshold \( (n < n_{th}) \).

3) Stop-and-Copy Phase: At this stage the hypervisor suspends the VM to prevent further page writing and copies the remaining dirty pages as well as the state of the virtual CPUs to the destination host. After the migration process is completed, the hypervisor on the destination host resumes the VM.

![Fig. 1. Live Migration algorithm performs memory transfer page wise in several rounds [16].](image)

III. RELATED WORK

Live migration has been investigated in various contexts [5], [17]–[22]. Most of the existing or proposed approaches focus on the performance of live migration and measure migration time and down time, under different conditions. Work that explicitly investigates the costs of migration is rare.

We classify the costs of virtual machine live migration into performance loss and energy overhead. During live migration, a hypervisor labels all memory pages occupied by a VM as read-only in order to facilitate migration. All requests to overwrite some of these pages will raise an exception that is handled by the hypervisor. This slows down the VM’s response to requests and reduces its throughput [2]. Additional performance loss arises due to resource bottlenecks. The pre-copy and stop-and-copy processes require additional resources, particularly, network bandwidth and some CPU cycles. Since co-located virtual machines must not be affected by the migration, there may be a resource deficiency for the VM being migrated [23].

Kuno et al. investigate the processing speed of CPU-intensive and the reading speed of IO-intensive (disk) workloads. The authors learn that the performance of CPU-intensive workloads decelerates by 15% whereas the reading speed diminishes by 10% [21]. In [2], the authors demonstrate that the transmission rate of an Apache Web Server slows down by 12% to 20%. Performance loss may be problematic in systems where the response time constitutes a strict performance guarantee. For example, Voorslys et al. show that 90% of the download time of home pages created with Web 2.0 technologies (PHP, Ruby on Rails, J2EE) may not be accessible during live migration [24].

The additional resource utilization during live migration creates energy overhead. However, current live migration scenarios do not consider this energy cost. For example, Mistral [25] proposes a framework to optimize the power consumption of cloud systems and uses live migration as a mechanism to consolidate virtual servers and switch off underutilized physical machines. The framework does not take the migration’s additional power consumption into account. This idea is shared by similar approaches which investigate service consolidation and dynamic power management in data centers [13], [26]–[28]. However, in previous work [14] we demonstrated that the energy cost of live migration of virtual machines cannot be neglected. The energy overhead rises with an increment in the RAM size of the VM and drops with an increment in the available network bandwidth.

In [20] and in [18] the authors propose two migration time models with different parameters and an accuracy of 90%. As energy is power consumed within time, these models could be used to capture energy cost of live migration. However this requires a deterministic power model, which is very difficult to specify, because it is not possible to give a complete account as to why the power consumption of a server or a component thereof behaves the way it does.

This paper addresses a lightweight energy cost model that copes without a dedicated power or time model. The model is able to quantify energy overhead of live migration with respect to the RAM size of the virtual machine as well as with respect to the servers available network bandwidth. It completes the study which focuses on performance cost of live migration of virtual machines and estimates energy cost within an accuracy of higher than 90%.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The average energy, \( E \), of a migration is defined as the average power, \( P \), multiplied by the migration duration \( \tau \):

\[
E = P \times \tau
\]

To derive the energy cost model, we conclude a series of experiments and apply linear regression on recorded data. We measure the power consumption of source and destination
servers before and during migration and analyze the migration duration. To isolate the cost of migration from all other costs due to uncontrolled activities, we carry our migration when both servers are idle with 0% CPU utilization. As our previous work shows the energy overhead of live migration of virtual machines varies with the RAM size of the virtual machine and the available network bandwidth, we choose RAM size of virtual machine and network bandwidth as model parameter. The central research questions we would like to address can be formulated as follow:

1) How does TRAM size of virtual machine and network bandwidth available for migration, impact energy consumption during migration?
2) How does a formal model to estimate energy cost of migration with respect to network bandwidth and RAM size look like?

A. Cluster Set up

The server cluster we set up for our experiment consists of two identically constructed servers (we call them Gandalf and Wuotan), a client machine, and a network attached storage (NAS). All devices are connected to each other via a 1 GBit/s switch (Figure 2). The servers run Fedora 15 [29] (Linux kernel v. 2.6.38, x86 64) in which KVM [15] is used as a hypervisor. We use the open source operating system FreeNAS [30] (v. 8.0.1, AMD 64) as a Network Attached Storage.

Each server employs an Intel I5-680 Dual Core 3.6 MHz processor, 4 GB DDR3-1333 SDRAM memory and a 1 Gbit/s Ethernet Network Interface Card (NIC). The NAS system is equipped with one Intel Xeon E5620 Quad-Core 2.4 MHz processor, 10 GB DDR3-1333 SDRAM memory and 1 Gbit/s Ethernet NIC.

Athena, the virtual machine under test, runs Fedora 15 (Linux kernel v. 2.6.38, x86 64) with one virtual processor, variable memory size and network bandwidth. The client, written in C and hosted on a third physical machine, triggers the live migration of Athena between the servers using libvirt [31], a toolkit enabling interactions with the hypervisor and the operation system.

We run for each parameter setting 25 iterations. Each iteration starts with migrating Athena from Wuotan to Gandalf, followed by a break of 30 seconds. After that the virtual machine is moved back to Wuotan and the iteration concludes with a break of 30 seconds before the next iteration begins.

The test run of 25 iterations is controlled by a client program that uses the libvirt API to trigger migrations. The migration command returns immediately after live migration finishes allowing us to record the start and the end time as well as the duration of each migration.

We employ two Yokogawa WT210 digital power analyzers to measure the overall AC power consumption of both servers. The devices can measure DC as well as AC power consumption at a rate of 10 Hz and a DC current between 15 μA and 26 A with an accuracy of 99.9 %.

As live migration requires additional resources to perform pre-copy and stop-and-copy rounds, we installed dstat [32] to log CPU, memory and network utilization of the physical as well as the virtual machines.

To obtain the measurements belonging to the same migration, we synchronized the servers’ time using the Network Time Protocol and use the timestamps of each measurement as links.

To study the influence of the RAM size of the virtual machine on the energy overhead, we set Athena’s main memory stepwise from 800 MB to 1700 MB. Likewise, we limit the available network bandwidth during migration to a value between 20 MBps and 100 MBps. As KVM limits memory transfer in live migration to pages that are actually in use, we occupy Athena’s entire reserved memory by running the memory allocator from [14]. In the following, we call the amount of main memory that is occupied by the virtual machine as VM size.

B. Preliminarily Experiments

To quantify the energy overhead of live migration, we compare the energy consumption of the source and the destination host with and without live migration. We measure the power consumption of Wuotan and Gandalf for ten hours continuously while they are idle. In this setting, Wuotan hosts Athena with 2700 MB main memory with no additional co-located virtual machines. Gandalf runs no VM or other applications.

The average overall idle state power consumption is 25.41 W for Wuotan (within a range of 23.5 W and 26 W) and 25.78 W for Gandalf (within a range of 24.5 W and 26.75 W). It is reasonable to say that both machines consume nearly the same amount of power while idle. The standard deviation for the idle power consumption is 2.32 W for both servers.

C. Power Consumption

To analyze the power consumption in more detail, we employ the probability distribution functions (CDF) of the power consumptions of the two servers during migration. The CDF approach considers the power consumption as a random variable p. This is a fitting consideration since it is not possible to give a complete account as to why the power consumption
of a server or a component thereof behaves the way it does. The CDF, or simply the distribution function is defined as:

\[ F_p(p) = P[p \leq p] \quad (2) \]

where \( p \) is a real number. In other words, the distribution function expresses the probability that the random variable \( p \) (in our case the server’s power consumption) has a value less than or equal to a certain real number \( p \). Because it is a cumulative function, \( F_p(p) \) is monotonic increasing, so that for any \( p_2 > p_1 \) the expression \( F_p(p_2) \geq F_p(p_1) \) holds. Moreover, in our case, \( F_p(0) = 0 \) and \( F_p(\infty) = 1 \).

Figure 3 displays the CDF of the power consumption of the two physical machines during the live migration of Athena with different configurations. A close examination of these functions reveals the following:

1) The power consumption of both servers during migration alternates between two distinct power states: 1) the idle power \( P_i \) at approximately 25 W and 2) a variable active power \( P_a \).
2) The value of \( P_a \) grows with increasing available (utilized) network bandwidth, whereas VM size does not contribute to power consumption during migration.
3) The time both servers spend in one of the two power states varies with network bandwidth and VM size.

Figure 3 shows the distribution functions \( F_p(p) \) of the power consumption of the source server (left diagrams) and the destination server (right diagrams). The upper diagrams depict the power distribution functions for migration of a 1000 MB virtual machine when the servers were using network bandwidth between 20 MBps and 100 MBps. The lower part represents the power distribution functions for migrating virtual machines of size between 800 MB and 1700 MB with available network bandwidth of 100 MBps.

The four figures clearly display the role of the network bandwidth played during migration. Regardless of the size of the virtual machine, both servers are almost in two distinct states, either they are in near-idle state, consuming approximately 25 W, or they are active, consuming a power range that grows with increasing available network bandwidth. For example, the source server requires between 31 W and 38 W using 40 MBps network bandwidth, whereas the bandwidth of 100 MBps causes an active power consumption between 41 W and 46 W. Moreover, there was no significant difference in active power during the migration of virtual machines of size between 800 MB and 1700 MB.

Table I summaries the active power states of source and destination host for different network bandwidths. The range of power as well as the average power both servers consume in their active state exhaust a linear function with respect to network bandwidth. We explain this fact with the increase in computational effort and performance a higher network bandwidth causes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network BW (MBps)</th>
<th>Active Power Consumption Range (W)</th>
<th>Average (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>28 - 33</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>29 - 35</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>31 - 38</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>32 - 41</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>34 - 43</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>36 - 45</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>38 - 45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>40 - 46</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>41 - 46</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Summary of active power consumption of source as well as destination host during a live migration of a VM.

Bandwidth is 5% of the time near an idle state (consuming ≈ 25 W) if the VM size is 1500 MB, whereas it is 20% of the time in the same state if the VM size is 900 MB. In contrast to that, migrating a 1000 MB sized virtual machine at 100 MBps, the source server works 10% of the time in near-idle state. Generally, idle part-time of destination server is longer than idle part-time of source server and we assume that is, because the source server controls the migration process and has a higher computational effort.

D. Migration Time

We measured the migration time when the VM size was between 800 MB and 1700 MB and when the servers available network bandwidth was between 20 and 100 MBps. As migration varies within 0.4% at a max (coefficient of variation), we decided to average over all 25 migrations of the same parameter setting. Figure 4 summarizes the arithmetic average of the migration time of Athena with different RAM size and network bandwidth configurations and makes the following observations:

1) The migration time of an idle VM decreases non-linearly with increasing available (utilized) network bandwidth.
2) The migration time of an idle VM increases linearly with increasing VM size.

Figure 4 shows that the migration time drops by nearly 50% if network bandwidth doubles. E.g. the average migration time for VM size of 1000 MB with the network bandwidth of 20 MBps is 41 seconds and decreases to 21 seconds with a network bandwidth of 40 MBps. In contrast to that, if the VM size doubles, the migration time increases by 183%, e.g. if the network bandwidth is 50 MBps from 18 seconds for a VM size of 800 MB to 33 seconds for a VM size of 1600 MB. These observations clearly demonstrate the role of VM size and network bandwidth in live migration of virtual machines with the pre-copy approach. In idle mode, if almost no page dirtying happens, no pages have to be copied twice and pre-copy is limited to only one iteration to move the VM’s entire memory content from the source to the destination host. Hence, if a VM size is doubled, for example from 800 MB to 1600 MB, twice as many bits are copied, resulting in a migration time that is twice as long. In contrast, a higher network bandwidth allows
and first, we utilized non-linear regression to identify the values for their model to our measurements using a two-part approach. Athena with different RAM sizes and network bandwidths network bandwidth overhead increasing the migration volume by a constant factor.

time the VM size from source to destination host. To calculate the transfer (2) the duration of transfer of VM's main memory content a constant time.

The experimental results we got through migrating of pre- and post-migration overhead and for pre- and post-migration overhead and idle VMs as in Eq. 3.

The model consists of two parts: (1) a constant time \( A \) for pre- and post-migration overhead and (2) the duration of transfer of VM’s main memory content from source to destination host. To calculate the transfer time the VM size \( s \) has to be divided by the available network bandwidth \( b \). The parameter \( B \) represents the protocol overhead increasing the migration volume by a constant factor.

\[
\tau = A + \frac{B \times s}{b} \quad (3)
\]

The experimental results we got through migrating of Athena with different RAM sizes and network bandwidths look similar to the model of Akoush et al. Thus, we applied their model to our measurements using a two-part approach. At first, we utilized non-linear regression to identify the values for \( A \) and \( B \) that fit best migration time \( \tau \). By doing so, we picked the migration experiments with VM size between 800 MB and 1200 MB and network bandwidth between 20 MBps and 60 MBps. As in Eq. 4, in our cluster setup, migration overhead takes 2.07 seconds and the protocol overhead of copying main memory content from source to destination host amounts to 18%.

\[
\tau = 2.07 + \frac{1.18 \times s}{b} \quad (4)
\]

Finally, we evaluate the fitted model. We calculated the migration time as in Eq. 4 and compared this value with the average migration time measured experimentally. However, this time, we focus on VMs of size between 1300 MB and 1700 MB and network bandwidth between 70 MBps and 100 MBps. The model estimation error was within 3% in average with a minimum of 0% and a maximum of 5%. Although the values for parameter \( A \) and \( B \) are specific for the cluster setup we used, these results demonstrate that time
for virtual machine live migration can be accurately estimated using a non-linear model as in Eq. 3.

E. Energy Overhead

We measured power consumption and migration time of virtual machines with size between 800 MB and 1700 MB that are migrated using network bandwidth between 20 MBps and 100 MBps. As Section IV.C showed, both, source and destination server do not consume constant power during migration. Instead power varies between 24 W and 50 W. Thus we could not apply Eq. 1 and calculate live migration’s energy overhead as in Eq. 5. At this, \( \tau_s \) and \( \tau_e \) indicates start and end time of the migration process, respectively and \( P_s(t) \) and \( P_d(t) \) defines power consumption of source and destination host with respect to time \( t \). \( P_i \) represents idle power consumption of source as well as destination host of approximately 25 W that has to be subtracted from active power to capture energy overhead.

\[
E_{ov} = \int_{\tau_s}^{\tau_e} P_s(t) + P_d(t) dt - 2 \times P_i \times (\tau_e - \tau_s) \quad (5)
\]

Similar to migration time we use the arithmetic average to display the energy overhead of live migration of variable sized virtual machines with different network bandwidths. The coefficient of variation was 6% in average and drops with increasing VM size and network bandwidth from 12% to 4%. Figure 5 summarizes the arithmetic average of the energy overhead during live migration of Athena with different configurations. A close examination of these functions reveals the following:

1) The energy overhead of live migration of idle virtual machines drops in a minor way with increasing bandwidth and grows significantly with increasing VM size.

2) In general, from an energy point of view, live migration of virtual machines should be done with the network bandwidth as high as possible. If there are several candidates for migration, choosing the smallest VMs with respect to their occupied RAM, is the best option in case of energy efficiency.

Figure 5 displays that the average energy overhead decreases with increasing bandwidth. For example a virtual machine with a size of 1100 MB requires 525 Ws in average to be migrated using network bandwidth of 40 MBps which drops by 10% to 480 Ws if bandwidth doubles to 80 MBps. In contrast to that, if the VM’s RAM size doubles, the energy overhead increases by 189%, e.g. if network bandwidth is 60 MBps, from 370 Ws for VM size of 800 MB to 720 Ws for VM size of 1600 MB. These observations clearly demonstrate the influence of migration time on energy cost of live migration of virtual machines. As energy is power consumed within time and VM size affects migration time substantially, the migration of an idle virtual machine with a size as twice as big and with almost no page dirtying takes as twice as long. As a consequence the energy overhead doubles. Moreover, migration time is more important than power consumption of source and destination host. Although power consumption increases by 6 W in average when network bandwidth doubles, energy overhead decreases, because migration time is shortened by half.

V. ENERGY MODEL

One of the major use cases of live migration is to move virtual machines between servers of data centers to consolidate load and to minimize energy consumption. Due to the fact that live migration costs energy and any reconfiguration aims to
reduce energy consumption, one of the most important tasks is to select those virtual machines whose replacements save at least as much energy as their migrations cost. Optimally, a reconfiguration conserves much more energy than it costs, in order to minimize data center energy consumption. To make energy efficient decisions in terms of migration requires a migration cost model that enables to quantify the energy overhead of virtual machine live migration in advance. We derived such a model through linear regression on our experimental data of energy overhead of live migration.

Figure 5 displays the energy overhead with respect to network bandwidth and VM size. We assume a linear relationship as in Eq. 6, whereas $s$ represents VM size and $b$ the network bandwidth.

\[ E_{ov} = A + B \times s + C \times b \]  

(6)

We divide the data set we got by our experiments into two subsets. The first subset, called training subset, is used to train our model. We apply linear regression on 625 measurements, that include the raw energy overhead (not average) of migrations of virtual machines of size between 800 MB and 1200 MB using network bandwidth between 20 MBps and 60 MBps. Eq. 7 represents the fitted values for A, B and C.

\[ E_{ov} = 201 W_s + 0.4 \frac{W_s}{MB} \times s - 1.7 \frac{W_s}{MBps} \times b \]  

(7)

Finally, we evaluate the estimation accuracy of the energy cost model based on a second data subset that consists of the entries for the remaining energy overhead data we measured during our experiments. This time we considered virtual machines of sizes between 1300 MB and 1700 MB and network bandwidths between 70 MBps and 100 MBps. We compared the measured energy overhead with the value estimated by the energy model in Eq. 7 and computed the estimation error. The average estimation error was below 10 %. This result evinces that energy overhead of live migration of idle virtual machines varies linear with VM size and network bandwidth and it is reasonable to capture this overhead with a lightweight linear model as in Eq. 6.

VI. Discussion

As demonstrated in the proceeding results, VM size as well as network bandwidth affects energy overhead of live migration of virtual machines, substantially. As energy is power consumed within time, the impact results from the following observations:

1) The power consumption of both servers during migration alternates between the idle power $P_i$ at approximately 25 W and an active power $P_a$, whereas the later one grows linearly with increasing network bandwidth. The VM size has no impact on power consumption during migration.

2) The migration duration varies linearly with increasing VM size and linearly with the inverse of network bandwidth. It can be estimated accurately with a migration time model as in Eq. 3.

3) By implication, the energy overhead rises linearly with an increment in the VM size and drops linearly with an increment in the available network bandwidth, whereas the impact of VM size is higher than the impact of network bandwidth.

Based on our experimental results, we deduced a lightweight, linear model to estimate the energy cost of live migration of virtual machines as in Eq. 6 and fitted the values for the model parameter through linear regression. These values are specific for the cluster setup we used in our experiments and cannot be generalized. Instead linear regression has to be repeated for all hosts in data center to make quantitative statements for the energy costs of live migration. However the energy model, i.e. the relationship between energy cost of live migration and network bandwidth as well as VM size is universal and allows deriving general migration guidelines to improve data center’s energy efficiency:

1) Always use network bandwidth as high as possible during migration as energy cost reduces with increasing network bandwidth.

2) Always migrate the virtual machine with the smallest amount of occupied main memory as each additional MB in migration volume increases energy cost of live migration substantially.

Furthermore the energy model allows to make qualitative statements and to compare the virtual machines with respect to their migration costs. Moreover, as studies have shown data centers are most of time ($\geq 70\%$) in idle state [33], thus, live migration of idle virtual machines is the rule rather than the exception in nowadays data centers. Thus, despite we do not considered CPU load and memory utilization, the energy model proposed in this paper is applicable.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper we investigated the energy cost of live migration and analyzed the role of the VM size and the role of the available network bandwidth in the energy consumption of hosting servers. We migrated virtual machines of sizes between 800 MB and 1700 MB if network bandwidth is between 20 MBps and 100 MBps. We measured the migration time and the power consumption of source and destination host and compared these values with the power consumption of the hosts in an idle state to capture the energy cost of live migration. Based on the profiled data, we deduced a lightweight energy cost model through linear regression. Experimental results demonstrate that this model is able to estimate energy overhead of live migration of virtual machines with an accuracy of more than 90%.

In future work we will extend our experiments to analyze the impact of CPU and memory usage on power consumption and migration time to refine the energy model to migration of busy virtual machines. Furthermore we plan to measure energy consumption of the various subsystems of source and destination server in order to better manage when and which VM should be migrated during service consolidation.
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